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10 Series- The inside belly series. The theory of the inside belly series of plays is an attempt to isolate a defensive man, namely the defender aligned over or near the offensive guard. The offense hopes to hold or freeze this man by not allowing him to know who is receiving he ball. If the fullback can put enough pressure on the middle defenders to isolate them in their position, the other plays should have good success. The only change to the split side is that the running back will block number 3 defender. 16



12



18



Pro end- Block number 3 man unless indicated other wise by call. Power tackle- Block number 2 man unless indicated other wise by call. Pulling guard- block number 1 man unless otherwise indicated otherwise by call. Center- Block 0 man, front stack, back gap, off-side linebacker. Speed Guard- Block number 1 man. Strong tackle - Rip through 2 man. Prevent any type of pursuit. Split end - Pattern corner back, cross field and stalk block middle one-third of field. Swingback- Block number 4 man. Fullback- 3 1/2 to 4 yards from LOS. 1st step-short jab step with left foot. 2nd step right directly at power guard’s outside foot prior to snap. 3rd step-square off at LOS. Fix eyes on the LB with your inside elbow up. Drop your elbow when the ball is placed in the pocket (don’t pinch). Drop outside shoulder if the ball is removed and run over the LB. If you have the ball, read guards block and run to daylight. Running back- 4 1/2 to 5 yards from LOS and split the inside leg of the strong tackle. 1st step-open with the left foot. 2nd step- long step with right foot parallel to the LOS 3rd step- step parallel to LOS, plant left foot, twist and aim at the Pro-ends inside foot prior to the snap. Get to the 6 hole as fast as your legs will go. Hand off at POA ( the LOS). Clear the hole and maintain 45 degree angle as long as possible, turn up field 4 yards from the sideline. Quarterback- Show reverse pivot. 1st step to 6 o'clock position, 2nd step to balanced pigeoned toe position, start mesh with the fullback sticking the ball back toward the fullback as far as possible, 3rd step with right foot at the 2 hole and execute the ride into the LOS. Pull ball back while using the bar arm and step down the LOS with the left foot right off of the fullback’s butt with a follow step. On the next step with the right foot, hand off the running back and continue around the end. If 18 is called hand fake and put the ball on your backside hip.



Special plays from the 10 series. The key word is “counter” which indicates that we will be attacking away from backfield action..



10 counter



11 QB Counter These two counters will have a pulling guard who will trap the defensive tackle (LB). The strong tackle will pass block the defensive end to influence the defensive tackle to make a hard charge. The key word for the line people is “counter”.



12 Trap 12 Trap should look just like a regular 12 in the 10 series but we will leave the second down lineman outside the nose to be trapped by the power guard. The strong guard and strong tackle will rip inside the down linemen and find a linebacker.



Normal 16 Tight End Reverse at 7.



20 series- The outside belly series. The 20 series is the outside base option series. It is designed to put pressure on the defensive end, tackle and secondary. We will run the 20 series to the strong and weak side and usually away from the defensive strength. This series involves much of our counter action and lead plays.



23



24



27



28



Pro End- Block downfield. Pro end- Block # 3. Power Tackle- Rip Through #2 and downfield. Power Tackle-Block # 2. Pulling guard- Block #1 and prevent pursuit Pulling guard- # 1. Center- Block #0 or off side backer. Center- Block #0 or off side backer Speed guard- Block #1 Speed guard- Block#1/ cut off pursuit Strong Tackle- Block #2 StrongTackleRipthrough#2/downfield Running Back- Block #3 or #4 (called) Swing Back- Block #4 or #5 (called) Running Back- Like swingback Swing Back- Lose ground for four steps. 1st step Full back- same open up away from line of scrimmage with right foot. Quarterback- same 2nd L,R,L are all moving away from the LOS. After the 4th step turn 45 degree angle down hill at the LOS and maintain your 4X4 pitch relationship with the QB. Fullback- (23,24) Align 4 1/2-5 yards off of the ball. 1st step is straight to the hole. The Fb should get there quickly and turn the LB on contact with a powerful isolation block. (27,28 option) Same steps but work to the outside of the defender and block the person most likely to get to the perimeter. Runningback- Take a hard shoulder fake to the outside and sprint off your fake step into the Line of Scrimmage reading the FB’s block. Quarterback- Reverse Pivot. 1st step- long step at 6 o’clock with left foot. Second step- get depth with right foot. 3rd step ride step with the runningback directly towards the LOS. 4th step- bar arm the the runningback and step with the right foot down hill toward the the LOS. With ball in both hands read the option according to blocking scheme and turn and make a good pitch. If you get hit every time you are pitching too late. Try to get around the defensive end and read the corner on the pitch. You may pitch the ball early when necessary or duck under the defensive end when he string it out.



Special plays from the 20 series will be indicated by the words “counter” or “reverse” which indicates to the linemen that there will be trapping action and to the backs that we will be running away from the back field action. The handoff will be an inside handoff on the counters.



24 counter



28 pro end reverse at 7



23 counter



27 split end reverse at 8



The Crossbuck provides a isolation block away from the flow of the play. It is important that both backs turn their shoulder to create the illusion of fast flow. The handoff is an outside hand off and the ball carrier need to cut sharp up into the hole immediately after taking the handoff. We can also use the backside guard to trap the defensive tackle or the end to give us a double team or down block on a linebacker.



24 crossbuck



28 Quick pitch



23 crossbuck trap #2



28 Toss to Running Back



30 series. The 30 series is a fast flow option series. The 30 series hits quicker than does the 20 series. The fullback is not taking a side step and is trying to get to the B gap as fast as he possibly can. In the 30 series the QB always opens to play side, there is no reverse pivot. We are still looking for a good long ride at the mesh point with the QB reaching for as much depth as possible on the first step.



Pro End- Block downfield. Pro end- Double #3 Power Tackle- Rip and block downfield Power Tackle-Block # 2. Pulling guard- Block #1 and prevent pursuit Pulling guard- # 1. Center- Block #0 or off side backer. Center- Block #0 or off side backer Speed guard- Block #1 Speed guard- Block#1/ cut off pursuit Strong Tackle- Block #2 StrongTackleRipthrough#2/downfield Running Back- Block #3 or #4 (called) Swing Back- Block #4 or #5 (called) Running Back- Like swingback Swing Back- Lose ground for four step. 1st step Full back- same open up away from line of scrimmage with right foot. Quarterback- same 2nd L,R,L are all moving away from the LOS. After the 4th step turn 45 degree angle down hill at the LOS and maintain your 4X4 pitch relationship with the QB. ( The alignment needs to be cheated in to split the leg of the guard) Fullback- Align 3 1/2 -4 1/2 yards off of the ball. 1st step is directly at the outside hip of the guard with the right foot of the guard. If the fullback is to receive the ball stay tight to the guard’s butt. If the the fullback is to fake alter the path to run into the defender playing the dive. Quarterback- Open with the right foot at a 45 degree angle to gain as much depth as possible to ride the fullback. Reach back and ride the fullback into the line, use the bar arm on the fullback and follow step off the fullback’s butt with the right foot going down hill. If you are getting hit every time before the pitch you are holding the ball too long. If you are never getting hit, you are not holding it long enough. The Quarterback must always be running down hill. Special plays of the 30 series. We can run the cross buck counter or counter dive to give us a quick miss direction play. The abort option is a way for us to attack the corner of the defense quickly.



34 counter dive



35 convoy



draw the corner Both Backs must steps away from play side and make a very large fake to improve timing with the linemen and blocking.



37 abort option The corner is the read on this play. We are trying to cut everything off and let the Quarterback sprint up the seam. The only person who can make him pitch is the corner. The split end must come flat down the line and crack on a short safety or deep linebacker.



C



34 G Lead



Pro End- Block Down and drive with left shoulder to cut off penetration Power Tackle- Block Down and drive with left shoulder to cut off penetration Pulling guard- Pull, Dig out the defensive end, and Drive the end to create space Center- Block #0 or off side backer. Speed guard- Rip through #1 Strong Tackle-Rip past and get downfield scoop #2 Running Back- Loose ground for five step and continue wide option path Swing Back- Step with the inside foot aiming point is outside hip of the tackle, running inside the guards trap block and cleaning out the hole by looking inside for the linebacker. Swing Back- Lose ground for five steps. 1st step open up away from line of scrimmage with the left foot. On the 5th step turn 45 degree angle down hill at the LOS and maintain your 4X4 pitch relationship with the QB. Fullback- The first step should be a lateral step with the left foot followed by a cross over step to get width and create timing and reaching the aiming point of the crack of the tackle. The third step should be hard down field accelerating into the whole. There should be no hesitation and the fullback must make his own whole if none exists. Quarterback- Open with the left foot and two more steps at a 45 degree angle to gain as much depth as possible to ride the fullback. Reach back and ride the fullback into the line with a right foot ride step and accelerate with the left foot to the flat defender to carry out the option fake. It is important that the Quarterback accelerate to simulate a good fake to draw the end and secondary. 34 G Keep



O-Line - Same blocking Fullback- Same path look for LB block Swingback- Now runs to outside shoulder of the Defensive end to draw his attension. He then aborts out and around and cuts hard inside to get a second level block on the LB to Safety. If the DE should widen too much, the back may have to cut inside the guard’s KO. Quarterback- Same path as before and accelerate behind the fullback into the seam that will most likely be formed at a 45 degree angle to the sideline.



38 G-Option



O-Line - Same Blocking except Pulling Guard Pulling Guard- The Guard will take a path to hook or “Log” the DE. If the end tries to get width and up field and forces the guard to kick him out then the guard has the option to go ahead and kick him out. It must be a quick decision and he must create a very large hole for the qb. Swing Back- The back should run to the outside shoulder of the defensive end and draw his attention. If the defensive end widens the swingback must go wider and then cut around the end and back inside looking for the linebacker to safety running the alley. Running Back- Loose ground for five step and continue wide option path Swing Back- Step with the inside foot aiming point is outside hip of the tackle, running inside the guards trap block and cleaning out the hole by looking inside for the linebacker. Quarterback- The same steps are used with a long ride. The QB should accelerate off of the ride and read the Guard’s block. Anticipate the hook or “log” block and you must have good depth to get around that block. If the guard is forced to kick him out, duck underneath the kickout block and get back into the alley. After breaking outside the log block sprint at the corner or flat defender. If the defender takes away the pitch cut underneath him and tuck the ball.



The “blast and sweep series” is the power part of our offense. This series will be indicated by the word “blast” or the word “sweep” which indicates to the backs that they will lead the play and block the first man that shows at the point of attack. The “blast” will be used in the 10 series and will be handed off. For example 16 blast or 15 blast. The sweep series is outside the ends and will be tossed to the back or kept by the QB. The sweep series will give the name of the person carrying the ball, for example 28 sweep pitch to the running back or 27 sweep quarterback keeper.



16 blast



27 sweep quarterback keeper



15 blast



28 sweep toss to the running back
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